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Abstract
For the behavioral marketing scholar, experimentation and the analysis
of variance are among the most important and frequently relied upon
tools of the trade, and many useful texts exist to guide researchers on
these topics. This monograph is intended to be a supplemental resource
and a helpful guide for conducting three essential analytical techniques
that are also frequently useful to the behavioral researcher: (1) we discuss the practice of conducting a median split on a continuous variable
to facilitate communication clarity. (2) We demonstrate the practice of
centering variables about their means prior to creating product terms
to reflect interaction effects in a moderated multiple regression model.
(3) We discuss the practice of a mediation analysis to test for the relative impact of direct and indirect effects of predictors on dependent
variables.
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1
Introduction: Behavioral Marketing Research
Analytics

Our intended audience for this monograph is behaviorally oriented marketers interested in learning more about some core analytical tools of
the trade. We believe we can proceed under the assumption that most
consumer behavior researchers have a strong, clear foundation in the
understanding and execution of experimentation and the analysis of
variance (ANOVA). In this monograph, we wish to touch upon several topics that, in practice, are essential complementary analytics that
enable behavioral marketing researchers to thoroughly test theories and
hypotheses, and thereby advance their respective literatures and contribute to knowledge bases.
Specifically, in Section 2, we discuss the use of median splits: what
they are, and given some confusion in the literature, addressing when
it is it acceptable and completely appropriate and legitimate to use
them. In Section 3, we discuss the use of mean-centering when conducting moderated multiple regressions: again, given a bit of debate in
the literature, we will address whether it is worthwhile to adjust one’s
variables in this manner or not. In Section 4, we discuss mediation
analysis: first describing the basic approach, then covering advanced
issues around fitting the model, including structural equations models,

2
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Figure 1.1: The conceptualization of a two-factor experiment and ANOVA.

multi-item scales, and categorical variables. In Section 5, we review and
make further recommendations.
To facilitate analytical comparisons, we will provide conceptual
diagrams like Figure 1.1 to depict the relationships that a particular
analysis is intended to study. Figure 1.1 depicts the familiar ANOVA
framework, frequently used for data resulting from an experiment in
which two factors were manipulated, factor A and factor B, to see
their effects, separately and together, on the dependent variable, Y .
The A × B term represents of course the interaction between factors A
and B, which is used to assess whether is there some combination of A
and B that provides a particular boost or inhibition to responses on Y.
(The A × B interaction also goes by the name of “moderator,” “contingency,” or even “boundary condition.”) In subsequent sections and
alternative models, the categorical factors A and B will be replaced
with continuous predictors, X1 and X2 , for example, and there will be
multiple steps when studying a mediated path from X1 to a mediator
M to the dependent variable Y .
To begin simply, consider the following study as an example of the
ANOVA model. Imagine the following: a next generation smart phone
is about to be launched, and the manufacturer believes its success will
depend upon the extent to which the potential adopting consumers
understand the nature of its new benefits. Yet the advertising creative
is convinced that the phone’s design is so sleek as to sell itself, much
like the iPhone. So the brand manager wishes to test the comparative effectiveness of two ads. One ad is highly informative, consistent
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with the manufacturer’s expectations. There are several photographs
of the phone, with different screen shots illustrating different apps, and
a good deal of surrounding text, including the prominent feature of
their website for consumers who wish more information. The other ad
is consistent with the advertising agency’s creative; it is an image-based
advertisement, one that features a beauty shot of the phone and is otherwise unencumbered by a great deal of text. This distinction — image
ad versus informative ad — will serve as factor A in the experiment.
The marketer wonders if the image ad could be used if complementary information is also made available. Thus factor B will be whether
the public relations material that will be issued to preview the product launch would be streamlined, essentially including only a product
announcement with few additional details, or whether the expenditure
of additional marketing budget will be required to provide more extensive PR information, such as solicited experts’ ratings, product testing reports in relevant telecommunications and tech media, etc. Thus,
factor B will be whether the PR materials are “minimal” or “more
informative.”
The advertisements (image or informational) were developed as factor A, as were the PR materials (minimal or more information) as
factor B. The two factors comprised a standard orthogonal 2 × 2 factorial design. (For information on alternative experimental designs, see
Cochran and Cox, 1992, Keppel and Wickens, 2004, or Kirk, 2012.)
Before proceeding, let us be clear and state that the data we are
about to analyze are not from an experiment on real people (although
such a data set would have worked as well). The data were simulated,
drawn merely as a statistically random sample from the computer, and
here is why that is a good thing. If we had worked with a “real” data
set and showed certain properties in the analytic results, readers would
not know if there was something peculiar about the data set or sample,
whereas now they know this demonstration was made on just some
random sample. In addition, we did not want to construct a data set
by hand in such a way as to show any property of data analysis to any
advantage, because we wanted data that could look as much like any
data set that readers might be working with in analyses of their own.
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Indeed, we encourage readers to emulate our steps (in every section) on
their own data sets to convince themselves in a roughly inductive way,
that the principles we will demonstrate hold more broadly beyond the
particular, albeit random, data set with which we are working (after
all, any given random sample may be peculiar as well.) Accordingly, we
simply drew a random sample (using SAS’s vnormal subroutine in proc
IML) from univariate normal distributions (with means varying with
condition) to serve as the dependent variable Y , distributing the data
across the four experimental conditions per random assignment. Using
this procedure, readers can therefore be confident that the observations
we make will hold for most data sets.
To continue, imagine a random sample of 80 consumers was drawn
from an online web survey service. Each consumer would be randomly
assigned to one of the four conditions; each shown one combination of
ad (factor A level 1 for image, or level 2 for informational), and PR
materials (factor B level 1 for minimal, or level 2 for more information).
After reviewing the ad and PR materials, each consumer would be
asked to make a simple judgment that will serve as the dependent
variable, Y : on a 9-point scale, how likely is it that they would purchase
the new phone (1 = unlikely to 9 = very likely). The data appear in
Appendix A and are available from the authors for readers who wish to
verify their facility with the models we use and the results we present.
Table 1.1 contains the ANOVA table, and it indicates that both
main effects contribute significantly to the consumers’ perceptions,
Table 1.1: The ANOVA table for the smart-phone data in Appendix A.

Source of
variation
A
B
A× B
Error
Total

DF
1
1
1
76
79

Sums of
squares
186.05
180.00
92.45
135.30
593.80

Mean
squares
186.05
180.00
92.45
1.79

F value p-value
104.51 < 0.0001
101.11 < 0.0001
51.93 < 0.0001
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and there is an interaction — a joint effect of factors A and B
together on the dependent variable as well. The means for factor A
are: X̄image−ad = 2.42 versus X̄informational−ad = 5.48. For factor B,
X̄PR−minimal = 2.45 versus X̄PR−information = 5.45. These main effects
tell us that the informational ad was more persuasive, and the PR
packet with more information was more effective than the PR packet
with less information.
The interaction means (X̄image−ad, PRmin = 2.00, X̄image−ad,PRinfo =
2.85, X̄info−ad,PRmin = 2.90: X̄info−ad,PRinfo = 8.05) may be understood
quickly and efficiently in the form of the plot in Figure 1.2. The manufacturer’s hunch seems to be borne out: consumers were least interested
in the phone when they were presented with an image ad and minimal
PR materials. Consumers who saw a little information — either the
image ad with the more informative PR materials, or the informational ad with minimal PR information — were persuaded only a little
bit more. The winning combination appears to be the informational ad
with the more informative PR materials.
That description would suffice if these data were analyzed for a
marketing manager. However, the marketing journals would require
that the implied comparisons be tested. Those test of contrasts within
an interaction are called simple effects. Table 1.2 shows the results
testing the simple effects. Specifically, when the effect of the ad (image

Figure 1.2: The interaction plot for the ANOVA results in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.2: Simple effects contrasts added to the ANOVA Table 1.1.

Source of
variation
Simple effects
A at b1
A at b2
Or
B at a1
B at a2

DF

Sums of
squares

Mean
squares

F value

p-value

1
1

8.10
270.40

8.10
270.40

4.55
151.89

0.0361
< 0.0001

1
1

7.22
265.22

7.22
265.22

4.06
148.98

0.0475
< 0.0001

or informational) is tested for those consumers exposed to the minimal
PR, the means are significantly different (F1,76 = 4.55, p = 0.0361) and
when the effect of the ad is tested conditional upon exposure to more
informative PR, the means are even more different (F1,76 = 151.89,
p < 0.0001). The interaction may be deconstructed for the flip-side
simple effects (though note that only one pair would be reported).
Here we see that testing the effect of PR (minimal or informative)
is significant for the image ad (F1,76 = 4.06, p = 0.0475) and the
effect of PR is even stronger for the informational ad (F1,76 = 148.98,
p < 0.0001). (For details on how to coax tests of simple effects out of
statistical computing packages, see Iacobucci, 1994.)
As this example has illustrated, the ANOVA model is easy to implement, understand, and communicate. We use it as a benchmark basis
of comparison for the models that follow in the rest of this monograph.
Before concluding this section, we might mention one other issue
because it arises frequently, and that is the tactic to be used when the
data are “unbalanced.” In the ANOVA context, data are balanced if
all the cell sizes are exactly equal. In the 2 × 2 data in Appendix A,
there are n = 20 study participants in each cell. When this balance is
not true, for example, even if the values of n were: 20, 20, 20, 19, then
the design is (slightly) unbalanced. Unbalanced data can introduce bias;
depending on its extent, it essentially creates a form of multicollinearity.
The good news is that the well agreed upon solution is easy: be sure
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to report the F -statistics and p-values (and sums of squares and mean
squares, if these are reported) from the analysis of “Type III sums of
squares,” from the computer printout. Basically, there are several ways
to estimate the elements of the ANOVA table, and the Type III sums
of squares behave statistically the best. They are produced by default
in SAS’s proc glm, and SPSS’s glm. (To learn more about the effects
of unbalanced designs, see Iacobucci, 1995, Little and Rubin, 1987,
Perreault and Darden, 1975, Searle, 1987.) In the context of types of
sums of squares, there is often also discussion of the computation of
different types of means, but here it is best to keep it simple. That is,
report the regular default means (that you could compute by hand or
in Excel), not the “lsmeans” (the least squares means), which estimate
what the means would be if the data were balanced.
In the following sections, we will see how to incorporate into the
ANOVA model (depicted in Figure 1.1) a variable that measures some
individual difference construct, such as consumers’ attitudes toward an
advertisement or their familiarity with a brand, or even their age or
household income. We will also see the slight shift in the form of the
model when the primary predictors are both continuous scale measures
rather than the discrete factors implemented in an experiment. Lastly,
we will reformulate the model further to test whether an effect of some
variable on the dependent variable is direct, or indirect through some
mediating mechanism.
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